ABSTRACT With the rapid development of target tracking technology, how to efficiently take advantage of useful information from optical images for ship classification becomes a challenging problem. In this paper, a novel deep learning framework fused with low-level features is proposed. Deep convolutional neural network (CNN) has been popularly used to capture structural information and semantic context because of the ability of learning high-level features; however, lacking of capability to deal with global rotation in large-scale image and losing some important information in bottom layers of the CNN limit its performance in extracting multi-scales rotation invariance features. Comparatively, some classic algorithms, such as Gabor filter or multiple scales completed local binary patterns, can effectively capture low-level texture information. In the proposed framework, low-level features are combined with high-level features obtained by deep CNN. The fused features are further fed into a typical support vector machine classifier. The proposed strategy achieves average accuracy of 98.33% on the BCCT200-RESIZE data and 88.00% on the challenging VAIS data, which demonstrates its superior classification performance when compared with some state-of-the-art methods.
and orientations. Recently, great attention has been paid to fusion of neural networks and Gabor filter. The benefits of their combination have been confirmed by prior works on hyperspectral image classification [27] , human action recognition [28] , object recognition in natural scene [29] .
Recently, convolutional neural network (CNN) has been successfully employed in many applications, including speech recognition [30] , image classification [31] , [32] , and vehicle type recognition [33] , due to its excellent capability of feature representation. Compared with traditional featureextraction models, deep learning model has capability of learning high-level features from the raw data automatically due to hierarchical architecture [34] . In the field of spatial image analysis, deep CNN architecture has been investigated [35] [36] [37] , and it has been proved to automatically capture the semantic context information from raw data via convolution operation [38] . When it comes to handling the challenge of decreasing between-class difference and increasing within-class difference, the high-level features are more robust and invariant than low-level features.
Although the typical CNN has been widely used in computer version, such as face recognition [39] and scene classification [40] , these CNN architectures cannot be applied directly in ship classification tasks. The reasons are explained as follows:
(1) In popular scene classification tasks, the purpose is to separate different kinds of objects in the same picture, such as road and beach, which indicates that the between-class scatter is relatively large. However, for ship classification, the dissimilarity between classes is small. In typical CNN, the first convolution layer may not fully capture all of the local features, resulting in leaving out some important lowlevel information. Thus, how to make up high-level features produced by the CNN with efficient low-level features to enhance between-class separability is a key issue.
(2) In face recognition tasks, there is no doubt that the face images usually have higher spatial resolution than optimal ship images. Furthermore, there is always a large amount of labeled face data while the number of ship images is much smaller due to the fact that the labeling process is expensive. Hence, good results are obtained when the CNN is employed directly for face recognition. But for ship classification, it may lead to over-fitting or not achieve effective results. How to avoid the over-fitting problem and extract discriminative features from low spatial resolution images is another key point.
In this paper, an efficient feature-fusion learning framework is proposed for ship classification. The proposed method includes two types of features to simultaneously capture structure and local detail information of various ships. After feature extraction, a feature-level fusion strategy integrates different feature vectors into one. The obtained CNN features in the first convolution layer may lead to some important information lost. While Gabor filter can extract information in different directions and edges information, and the MS-CLBP [22] overcomes the limitations of CLBP algorithm in describing the local spatial texture features in a single scale. Both are viewed as the supplementary of high-level feature to obtain more comprehensive one. After that, the fused features are fed into the support vector machine (SVM) classifier [41] .
It is always expensive and difficult to collect a large number of labeled training samples for ship classification. Moreover, for deep CNN model, the limitation of the labeled training samples may result in over-fitting. Specifically, it could reflect good classification performance on the training set, but poor on the testing set. The proposed approach that training the CNN through the fine-tuning strategy is able to achieve an excellent performance, even under the condition of insufficient training samples. In the fine-tuning CNN network, such features are extracted from the front layer (near the input image) as color, texture and so on. While the high-level features are captured to the layer closer to the back end, which is more abstract, advanced and specific.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) The typical CNN is produced by max pooling operation, which is limited to local areas, while global rotation invariance is important for the ship images. In view of this shortcoming, Gabor filter is employed to obtain features in different directions; furthermore, the MS-CLBP operator is used to obtain the local texture, spatial and profile information of ship images to make up for some of the important parts ignored by the typical CNN model. (2) Due to the fact that there are always insufficient labeled ship samples in practice, the designed CNN model is trained by updating weights with fine-tuning strategy, reducing the computational cost. Moreover, Gabor filter and MS-CLBP are unsupervised feature extraction methods that efficient features can be extracted even when the amount of data is very small; that is to say, they are not affected by the number of labeled samples.
The remainder of paper structure is organized as follows. Section II describes the details of proposed classification framework. Section III reports the experimental results and analysis on two datasets (i.e., BCCT200-resize [24] and VAIS [42] ). Section IV makes several concluding remarks. Fig. 1 depicts the flowchart of the proposed ship classification framework, including two different features. The first one is that the CNN is employed to capture the high-level features, and the second one is the Gabor-based MS-CLBP for extracting low-level features. Gabor filter is utilized to obtain multiple oriental features, and MS-CLBP is used to extract local contexture. The high-level features are concatenated with the low-level features to obtain a discriminative representation. Finally, fused features are fed into the SVM classifier. Typical SVM has great advantages in solving high dimensional pattern recognition and small sample and nonlinear problems. To a great extent, it can overcome the problems of overfitting learning and curse of dimensionality. It is noted that the benefits of combining SVM with neural networks have been confirmed by prior work on microvascular morphological type recognition [43] , face recognition [44] and handwritten digit recognition [45] .
II. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
The motivation of developing the hierarchical architecture of the CNN in ship classification tasks is that the network can learn the high-level features that capture the structure information automatically by convolution operation, which can avoid the complexity of hand-crafted features. Furthermore, in the deep CNN model, low-level features extracted from the first convolution layer are fed into the top layers via layer-to-layer propagation to generate high-level features. Compared with low-level features, they are more abstract and discriminative. Fig. 2 shows the ship images with different profiles (4 classes selected from BCCT200-resize dataset [24] ). The one of each classes has its own shape which is different from other classes, although it is easily affected by some external factors (e.g., wind, cloud, and complicated ocean environments). The fundamental challenge is to model the withinclass difference and inter-class similarity. Thus, deep CNN is employed to capture the high-level feature for improving the performance. The key is to select appropriate network structure according to the number of the labeled examples since too many layers may lead to over-fitting in a relatively small-scale ship data. In the view of fact that the number of ship data marked is small, thus the CaffeNet with fewer layers is employed.
A. DETAILS OF THE DESIGNED CNN
The proposed deep CNN architecture is based on CaffeNet, which is a deep convolutional network model trained on the ImageNet data set [46] . Fig. 3 shows details of the deep network which includes eight layers, with five convolutional layers to learn local information and three fully connected layers. Each layer is activated by the rectified linear unit (ReLU ) function, and most of the noise and secondary features are discarded. The kernel size of convolution layer is set relatively large to accelerate the training process and reduce the number of layers. Since the output size of each node after two levels of convolution is small enough, there is no need to add Max Pooling in the next two layers. In Fig. 3 , C represents the number of ship category, and C is 4 for the BCCT200-resize data and 6 for the VAIS data. In order to improve the performance of the network, a strategy of accelerating the training speed of the network (i.e., local response normalization, LRN) is employed in the first two layers. And the Dropout layer is joined in the last two fullyconnected layers, improving the generalization ability of the network and avoid over-fitting. Here, the drop parameter is set 0.5.
In the preprocessing phase, we unify the size of the input image to 256 × 256. And in the training phase, the input images would be cut randomly to obtain subregions of the same size 227 × 227, while in the testing phase, the cropping operation is only executed in the center of input images. Experimental results indicate that data augmentation is effective, since the sub-image contains the most important information. Finally, a 4096-dimensional feature vector of the second fully-connected layer is obtained. Due to that the ship images are cut to 227 × 227, the input size to the first convolution layer of CNN model is 227 × 227 × L. Here, L indicates the channels, and L is 1 for the BCCT200-resize data, and 3 for the VAIS data. The output of the convolution layer can be expressed as w × l × N i , where N i represents the number of neurons in the i layer, and w and l can be calculated using the formula,
where w 0 and l 0 represent the width and height of ship image fed into the first convolution layer respectively, kernel_size indicates the size of convolution kernel, pad represents the edge is expanded with 0 and stride is the step length of convolution operation. It is difficult to train the model up to the optimum from scratch because there is insufficient number of labeled ship images. In order to solve this issue, the fine-tuning strategy is adopted, where the weights from the pre-trained model are significantly reduced. As described in Algo. 1, the training set is firstly prepared well; and then, the mean file of ship images is calculated to accelerate the process of training. The parameters in solver file are also modified to speed up convergence and learning efficiency. Finally, the pre-trained model can provide efficiently high-level features with the same size number of training data.
B. GABOR-BASED MS-CLBP
Gabor filters and MS-CLBP have been developed in the field of computer vision such as scene classification [47] , face recognition [48] , and vessel type classification [22] . Gabor filter has better directional characteristics to extract features in different directions to enhance global rotation invariance, and MS-CLBP is a better feature descriptor that can capture such vital information of ship as local texture, spatial, profile feature, which overcomes the limitation of sole CLBP in describing the local spatial texture features in a single scale.
Algorithm 1 Fine-Tuning CNN
Require: Prepared training set and testing set 1: Calculate the mean file of training data by using convert_imageset tool under Caffe. 2: Modify the ''source'' and ''meanfile'' of the data layer according to LMDB file and mean file generated on the basis of the previous step 3: Modify the name and learning rate of the output layer 4: Reduce the value of ''base_lr'', ''step_size'', ''test_iter'' and ''max iteration'' in the solver file, and the rest of parameters remains unchanged 5: Load the pre-trained model based on CaffeNet 6: Training Ensure: High-level features Thus, the combination of Gabor filter with MS-CLBP is employed to extract low-level features of ship images that as the second type of features in the proposed approach. The features extraction process is described in Algo. 2. In the time domain, a Gabor filter can be viewed as the multiplication of the Gaussian function with the sinusoidal plane wave [49] . The Gabor function is composed of VOLUME 6, 2018 two parts of the real and imaginary parts. The real part smooths the image by filtering, while the imaginary mainly reflects in the image of the edge detection. The result that product of the Gaussian function with a sine wave is the impulse response of Gabor filter. The mathematical expression form of two dimensional Gabor functions,
where x and y are the location of the pixels in the space, λ is the wavelength (note that its value is usually greater than or equal to 2 but less than 1/5 of the input image), γ is the aspect ratio which determines the ellipticity of the Gabor function (its value is 0.5), θ is the direction that regulates the direction of the parallel stripes when the Gabor function processing the image, taking values between 0 and 360 degrees, and ψ is the phase offset (its value range is from -180 to 180 degrees). Note that ψ = 0 and ψ = π 2 returns the real and imaginary parts of the Gabor filter, respectively. Here, bw is the bandwidth, whose value is related to the ratio of the σ λ , and σ is the standard deviation with the expression as follows,
The LBP is used as a local texture feature descriptor to extract the spatial texture features of ship images [22] , which has been widely employed for face recognition [50] and texture classification [51] . Given a central point A, whose pixel value is denoted as g c . The m neighborhood pixels A i (i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1) on the circumference of the radius r are compared with the central pixel. The LBP value of the center pixel A is defined as follows,
where r is the distance from the center point A, and m is the number of nearest neighbors, g i represents the gray value of the neighbors, and x = (g i − g c ) represents the difference between the center pixel and each neighbor. The CLBP algorithm is improved on the basis of the classic LBP. It gives full consideration to the amplitude, symbol information between center pixel gray value and the local area, mainly includes three kinds of descriptors, i.e., describe the symbol (CLBP_Sign, CLBP_S), the center pixel description operator (CLBP_Center, CLBP_C), the numerical description operator (CLBP_Magnitude, CLBP_M). The definition is expressed as follows,
where
and N is the number of subwindows for image partition. Here, CLBP_S is the same as the traditional LBP definition. CLBP_M compares the difference between the gray-scales amplitude of two pixels and the global gray-scales and describes the gradient difference information of the local window, which reflects the contrast. CLBP_C effectively captures the global contrast information. The information captured by the three operators is complementary to each other.
One of the defects of CLBP algorithm is that only local features of the single scale are described. A possible solution to extract the texture feature of ship image in multiple resolutions, i.e., MS-CLBP, is considered. The MS-CLBP algorithm is improved on the basis of the typical CLBP. Specifically, multiple images with different scales are obtained by down-sampling the original images using double cubic interpolation. Then, the number m and radius r of the neighborhoods are fixed to extract the CLBP_S and CLBP_M histogram features at different scales, which are concatenated to form an MS-CLBP representation. An example of the implementation of an MS-CLBP operator is depicted in Fig. 4 . 
C. FEATURE-LEVEL FUSION
After feature extraction, feature-level fusion strategy is taken consideration to obtain more comprehensive representation, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the proposed framework, low-level features are extracted by the Gabor-based MS-CLBP which has the ability to capture spatial structure and texture feature. On the other hand, high-level features are extracted by the CNN that can capture the structure and Although the CNN has provided excellent performance in such visual tasks as face recognition and scene classification, it still has the following shortcomings. First of all, deep learning requires a large number of labeled sample to train models and the limitation of the labeled training samples may result in over-fitting. Secondly, the CNN learning feature is based on low-level features to obtain in the first convolution layer which can cause some important information lost, such as edge, contour and so on. Thus, a better low-level feature extractor, such as Gabor filtering and MS-CLBP, can be fused to get more abundant feature representation.
On the one hand, a fine-tuning scheme is taken consideration on the condition of insufficient labeled data; on the other hand, Gabor filter is utilized to extract features in different directions. It is expected that Gabor filter with rotation invariance features or MS-CLBP with multi-scale features can make up the shortcoming of deep CNN. Therefore, it is necessary to employ the feature-level fusion strategy to cascade two types of features into a composite one, producing the more comprehensive representation, i.e., fine-tuning CNN+Gabor+MS-CLBP. The specific description is given in Algo. 3.
Finally, fused features are fed into the typical classifier, i.e., SVM, whose objective function is defined as, arg min
where the w are the weights and the parameter C is the penalty coefficient that represents the ability to put up with the error. Specifically, the higher the value of C is, the less tolerant of errors and easily resulting in over-fitting are. In contrast, the smaller the C is, the less likely the fitting is. Thus, C is too large or too small and generalization ability is poor. As shown in Fig. 6 , we set C=3 for the BCCT200-resize data and C=7 for the VAIS data. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to validate the performance of the proposed method, we conduct several experiments on available ship image data.
All the experiments are implemented in Python, MATLAB, and Caffe. The Caffe is a deep learning tool developed by the Berkeley vision and community contributors [52] . Experimental environment is Ubuntu 14.04, dual Intel i5 4590 CPUs, 8GB memory and GPU of Nvidia GTX 970.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The first experimental data is an overhead satellite scene named as BCCT200-resize, which consists of small grey-scale ship images chipped out of larger electro-optical satellite images by RAPIER Ship Detection System as depicted in [24] . Moreover, they have been preprocessed to be rotated and aligned with uniform dimensions and orientation. The dataset includes four categories, i.e., cargos, barges, tankers, and containers. Each ship category has 200 images of size 300×150, as shown in Fig. 7 . The second experimental data is a publicly available data of paired visible and infrared ship images named as VAIS [42] . The dataset consists of 2865 images (1623 visible and 1242 infrared), of which there are 1088 corresponding pairs in total. The dataset includes 6 coarse-grained categories, i.e., merchant ships, sailing ships, mediums passenger ships, mediums ''other'' ships, tug boats, and small boats. The area of the visible bounding boxes ranges from 644 to 6350890 pixels, with a mean of 181319 pixels and a median of 13064 pixels, as shown in Fig. 8 . The dataset is partitioned into ''official'' train and test groups, resulting in 539 image pairs and 334 singletons for training, and 549 image pairs and 358 singletons for testing. We only choose the visible ship imagery category. In order to facilitate a fair comparison, pre-process of images for deep CNN is implemented the same as [42] , and we resize each chip to the size 256×256 by using bicubic interpolation. 
B. PARAMETER TUNING
To train the deep network and avoid over-fitting caused by the limited size of the training dataset, the parameters (weights and biases) of convolution layers and fullyconnected layers are transferred from CaffeNet. Then, finetuning with a smaller learning rate is accomplished, which avoids training the network from scratch. As for fine-tuning, the learning rate of CNN model plays an important role in the convergence of speed, which can affect the training performance. Specifically, for the BCCT200-resize data, the learning rate set as 0.0001 with the policy of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [53] . The momentum is 0.9, gamma is 0.9, weight decay is 0.005 and the max iteration is 20000. As for the VAIS data, the learning rate is set as 0.0001 with the policy of SGD [53] . The momentum is 0.95, gamma is 0.9, weight decay is 0.05, and the max iteration is 20000.
The fine-tuning strategy can effectively alleviate the overfitting problem when the amount of labeled data is not enough. The results of with and without fine-tuning is listed in Table 4 . From the results, it is easily to observe that the overall accuracy on the VAIS data has only reached 81.9% without fine-tuning, which is much lower than that of with fine-tuning.
Figs. 9-10 illustrate the Gabor and MS-CLBP features using two experimental data, respectively. According to previous introduction, the spatial frequency bandwidth of Gabor filtering set as 5 and the orientations θ set as [0, ] for both two experimental datasets. The CLBP operator has two very important parameters m (the number of neighbors) and r (the radius), both of them directly affect the final classification accuracy. In our experiments, we tune parameters based on the available training data, and report the results in Fig. 11 . Here, we choose (m, r) = (10, 6) for the BCCT200-resize dataset, and (m, r) = (10, 5) for the VAIS dataset. What's more, the scale is set 1/ [1 :6] . And the dimensionality of CLBP features concatenated by CLBP_S and CLBP_M histograms for both two datasets is set to 216. Specifically, for each input image, we first obtain the Gabor feature in eight orientations, then MS-CLBP descriptor is utilized to extract local feature based on the Gabor feature in each direction. Finally, the eight MS-CLBP features are cascaded to get the final feature.
C. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE
To validate the performance of the proposed method, we compare with some state-of-the-art methods under the same experimental conditions. Tables 1-2 list available training data and testing data for two experimental data, respectively. The comparison results are depicted in Tables 3-4 , respectively. It is obvious that the proposed method achieves more superior classification performance compared with other existing algorithms. Especially, for the BCCT200-resize data, improvement of the proposed method over the state-of-theart MFL [22] is 4%. Moreover, the proposed approach gains about 2.5% higher overall accuracy for the VAIS data than the MFL, which verifies the advantages of the fused features. What's more, the sole fine-tuning CNN has better performance when compared to other existing methods because the high-level semantic features are more advanced and discriminative.
In order to verify the enhanced discriminative power of the feature-fusion framework, we further compare the proposed approach with these using individual features. The class-specific classification accuracy is listed in Tables 5-6 . It is obvious that the proposed method outperforms all the approaches based individual features. For the BCCT200-resize data set, the low-level feature representation method, i.e., Gabor+MS-CLBP, achieves the highest accuracy for barge category, while the high-level feature representation method, i.e., fine-tuning CNN, achieves the highest accuracy for container category. The reason is that the interclass difference among cargo, container and tanker is relatively small, which leads to the difficulty of distinguishing for VOLUME 6, 2018 low-level feature obtained by traditional extraction method. Comparatively, low-level feature performs best to barge. Furthermore, the profile of barge is more clear than container, while container class includes more detailed information. MS-CLBP is a better descriptor that obtains local feature, e.g., edge information, while deep CNN can automatically capture the structure information by convolution operation. Therefore, high-level feature obtains better performance for container class.
For the VAIS data, it is easily found that mediumother and tug have low accuracy among all the methods. Compared with other categories, the number of Tug is relatively small, which affects the classification performance. For medium-Passenger, consisting of fishing, medium other, 31.40% of them are mistaken as small boats, which includes speedboat, jetski, smaller pleasure, larger pleasure, and small. As shown in Fig. 8 , the quality of images is not good, which is another important factor for performance of mediumother ships. Furthermore, some small and medium-passenger ships have relatively high similarity. Fig. 12 depicts the confusion matrix of the proposed approach for the BCCT200-resize dataset. As displayed in Fig. 12(a) , the diagonal elements of the confusion matrix denote the correct quantity of each category. The classspecific accuracy (%) is shown in Fig. 12(b) , where the major confusion occurs between class 2 (i.e., cargo) and class 3 (i.e., container). We observe that some images of barge are similar to these of container. Fig. 13 shows the confusion matrix of feature-level fusion for the VAIS dataset. It is apparent that the major confusion occurs within class 2 (i.e., medium-other), class 5 (i.e., small), class 3 (i.e., medium-passenger), or between class 6 (i.e., tug) and class 5 (i.e., small). Category of medium-other consists of fishing, medium other, small boats includes speedboat, jetski, smaller pleasure, larger pleasure, small. Therefore, there is high similarity between these ships with small sizes and classes of medium-other.
We also conduct an experiment when the amount of training data per class is varied. The sensitivity of the proposed method is investigated over a range of training-data set sizes. In practical situations, the number of training samples available is often insufficient. Take the BCCT20-RESIZE data for example, Table 7 lists the overall accuracy as a function of varying training sample sizes. Under the same condition of training and testing samples, the performance of the proposed method is always better than that of traditional fine-tuning CNN or Gabor + MS-CLBP. Particularly, when the size of training is extremely small (e.g., 40), the proposed approach still achieves the accuracy as high as 93.28%, which confirms its effectiveness.
Then, we conduct statistical analysis of counting numbers of the ship images for each class that are predicted wrongly. As listed in Tables 8-9 , Y represents the correctly-classified examples, and N indicates the wrongly-classified examples. The last line of each column represents the sum of ship images satisfying three conditions; for example, the column of (N, N, Y) means that the number of ship images is neither classified by using the features of fine-tuning CNN nor by using the features of Gabor+MS-CLBP but correctly classified by using the features of the proposed method. For the BCCT200-RESIZE data, the proposed approach can correctly classify 2 images that are misclassified by using two other features, and for the VAIS data, the number is 7.
The statistical significance about the performance improvement of the proposed method can be evaluated by using the standardized McNemar's test. When the Z value of McNemar's test is larger than 1.96 and 2.58, it means that the two results are statistically different in the confidence level of 95% and 99%, respectively. The sign of Z denotes that whether the first classifier outperforms the second classifier (Z>0). In our experiments, the comparison between proposed approach and other existing methods is made separately. As listed in Table 10 , all values are larger than 2.58, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method.
We further enumerate the classification results under different types of features as illustrated in Fig. 14 . Take the BCCT200-RESIZE data for example, the red solid box represents the correct image to be predicted, and the red dashed box indicates the images that are misclassified. When the VOLUME 6, 2018 result of fine-tuning CNN or Gabor+MS-CLBP is erroneous (e.g., Cargo and tanker), the proposed method can predict the category of ship correctly, which further confirms its effectiveness.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an effective ship classification framework was proposed by learning the high-level features via deep CNN and incorporating the multi-scales rotation invariance features. Traditional CNN has some drawbacks (e.g., ignoring part of local features and sufficient labeled data for training), which result in that the direct application in ship classification tasks is difficult. In the proposed strategy, Gabor filter was employed to obtain features in different directions, and MS-CLBP was applied to obtain the local texture, spatial and profile information of ship images, which compensated the shortcoming of deep CNN. Furthermore, the fused level representation has been demonstrated more powerful and comprehensive due to both high-level and low-level features are complementary to each other. Through experimental analysis, the proposed approach achieved the average accuracy of 98.33% on the BCCT200-RESIZE data and 88.00% on the VAIS data, which has been confirmed to be superior to state-of-the-art methods. 
